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This document was prepared by the General Electric Company. Neither
General Electric nor any of the contributors to this document:

1. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or, implied,
with respect tn the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of
the information contained in this document; or that the use of
any information disclosed in this document may not infringe
privately owned rights;

2. Assumes any responsibility for liability or damage of any kind
which may'esult from the use of any information disclosed in
this document.

The information contained in this report is believed by General Electric
to be an accaurate and true representation of the facts known, obtained
or provided to General Electric at the time this report was prepared.
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TRODUCT 0

In May 1988, Control Rod Drives (CRD) at Susquehanna Unit 2 were

removed for maintenance during the refueling outage. A visual
inspection of the cap screws joining the CRD to the CRD housing
flange revealed circumferential indications and corrosion pitting
in the area of the shank directly below the cap screw head.

Concerns were raised about the potential for propagation of the
indications and its impact on the CRD structural integrity.
Consequently, all CRD cap screws at Unit 2 were replaced with new

ones during the outage. Similar corrosion was found last fall
(1987) on cap screws replaced at Susquehanna Unit 1.

This report examines the probable causes of these indications, the
likelihood of failure of the CRD cap screws, and the consequence of
such an occurrence. Since similar cap screws are in use at
Susquehanna Unit 1, which is operating, this report will address
the technical basis for continuing plant operation at Unit 1 for
the current cycle.

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

To date, the most probable cause of these indications is corrosion
cracking in the cap screws aggravated by the presence of manganese

sulfide (MnS) stringers in the bolt material.

Complete cap screw failure during the current operating cycle for
Unit 1 is highly unlikely because the indications are expected to
have a slow growth rate (if any) and the 0.025 inch maximum depth
of indications found to date is a very small portion of the cross
sectional area of the bolt. Significant structural margin exists to
fulfilldesign requirements. Stresses imposed on cap screws during



normal operation, which includes scram, are appreciably lower than

the ASME allowable values.

Joint failure of a CRD would be readily detectable by the leakage

detection and drywell temperature monitoring systems. In addition,
its failure to scram has already been assumed in the plant design
basis analysis.

Therefore, the observed corrosion cracking indications do not
represent a safety concern for Susquehanna Unit 1 during the

current operating cycle.

3. BACKGROUND

Susquehanna Unit 1 has been in operation since June 1983, Unit 2

since February 1985. Each plant has a total of 1480 cap screws

mounted on 185 CRD's. Each CRD is bolted to its housing by 8 cap

screws. The latter are 1.00-8UNC bolts made of high strength AISI
4140 material and are spaced evenly around the periphery of the CRD

flange. During installation, the cap screws are torqued to 350

ft-lb preload. Periodic maintenance on the CRD requires the cap

screws to be removed, inspected and then reinstalled upon

completion of maintenance.

Cap screws at any particular plant are not necessarily from the

same heat lots since they have been purchased in bulk quantities at
different times and shipped to the reactor sites as required. Not

all CRD cap screws are affected by corrosion cracking: 42 out of
157 cap screws inspected at Unit 1 have confirmed indications. The

cracks were very shallow and apparently arrested.
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4. 1. MET LLURGICAL ASSESSMENT:

Visual, chemical and metallographic examination of cap screws

sent from Susquehanna Unit 2 reveals the following:

~ o The worst indication found on cap screws examined at
GE is approximately 0.015 inch deep by 0.082 inch long,
circumferentially oriented in the shank area directly
below the cap screw head. In examinations performed at

PP&L, an indication of 0.025 inch deep by 0.135 inch long

was found.

The cracklike indications have blunt rounded tips and are

filled with oxide, suggesting an arrested state. Some

show the presence of manganese sulfide (MnS) stringers
inside the indications, which may have aggravated the

cracking.

o The microstructure of the material appears to be normal

tempered martensite, correctly fabricated and heat

treated.

o The chemistry-of the bolts examined is within the

specified requirements for AISI 4140 material.

All of the above information leads to the conclusion that the

indications are slow growth cracks due a corrosion mechanism

aggravated by environmental conditions and by the presence of
MnS stringers in the cap screw stock materials Cracks seem to

arrest after reaching the observed depth. Details of the

metallurgical evaluation can be found in attachment 1 of this
report.



4.2. STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT

Calculations show that the equivalent cross sectional area of
3 out of 8 cap screws on a CRD are required to sustain the
stresses generated by the CRD operating loads. Therefore, cap

screw loading is significantly below the ASME allowable value
for this type of bolted flange.

It is known that at least 50,000 of these identical cap screws

have been installed in GE reactors, from the early BWR-2's to
the more recent BWR-6's. A large number of these cap screws

have been removed then reinstalled during periodic CRD

maintenance. Not a single case of complete cap screw failure
has been reported to date. Prior to the cases found at
Susquehanna, no corrosion cracking have been recorded.

Typically, cap screws have been replaced only due to physical
damage (nicks and dents) to the threaded area incurred during
maintenance.

For 4140 steel cap screws, the collection of water in the

vicinity of the indications raises the concern of hydrogen

embrittlement. This concern becomes significant for steels
with yield strength higher than 150,000 PSI. Susquehanna cap

screws do not fall into this category since Quality Assurance

records and metallurgical examinations show that yield
strength of the cap screws is less than 120,000 PSI, well
below the 150,000 threshold.

From the conservative evaluation of crack propagation in '.

Attachment 1 of this report, it is shown that complete failure
of a cap screw is highly unlikely during the current fuel
cycle for Unit 1. Even more remote is the failure of more than

5 cap screws on any one CRD. Therefore, complete CRD )oint
failure is not expected.



4.3'..POTENTIAL CONSE UENCES

As pointed out earlier, corrosion cracking appears to be the

most probable cause'f the indications: However,''even assuming

the worst case of crack growth rate, the indications do not

pose any threat to the integrity of the CRD flange joint
during the current operating cycle at Unit 1; It is also

pointed out that based on the number of rejected versus

inspected cap screws at Susquehanna, not all cap screws have

cracks. Even if all 8 cap screws on a CRD had cracks, the

probability of complete failure of all 8 cap screws on the

same CRD is very low because the observed cracks are shallow,

exhibit a very slow rate of growth and'seem to arrest after
reaching the observed depth. No case of complete cap screw

failure at any operating GE BWR has been reported to date.

Even if more than 5 bolts fail in one CRD flange joint, this
condition would not constitute a significant safety hazard.

Such a postulated condition would be preceded by flange
leakage which would be detected and identified to the plant
operators by the leak detection system and drywell temperature

monitoring equipment. A completely failed CRD flange joint
would allow the CRD to drop only by one inch or less due to
the CRD support structure under the reactor vessel.
Furthermore, the possible loss of scram on one'RD has already
been assumed in plant design basis analysis.

5.'ECOMMENDATIONS

It. is recommended that any cap screw removed during regular
CRD maintenance should be at least visually inspected for
crack indications. If presence of cracks is suspected, a

liquid penetrant or a magnetic particle test is recommended;



requirements:of ASME Section'XX'are applicable. Cap screws

which show linear indications of corrosion cracking in the

shank area shall be replaced with new ones.

Since there is no immediate safety concern nor likelihood of
cap screw failure, Susquehanna Unit 1 is safe to operate for
the current cycle.

File: C/CRDBSE1E.txt
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ABSTRACT

Cracklike indications were discovered in the 4140 steel bolting used in
the CRD flanged joint at Susquehanna Unit 2 during the current refueling
outage. Initial metallurgical examinations performed by Pennsylvania
Power & Light (PP&L) showed that the indications were circumferential,
up to 0.025 in. deep and were located in the fillet region at the
transition from the shank to the bolt head. Since similar bolting is in
use at Susquehanna 1 which is operating, an evaluation was performed to
determine whether continued operation of Unit 1 could be justified,
assuming similar, but active cracklike indications. The objectives of
the evaluation were: (i) to determine the cause and the mechanism of
cracking, (ii) to evaluate the likelihood of crack growth during future
operation, and (iii) to determine the minimum bolt cross sectional area
required to maintain integrity of the bolted joint.

Four bolts including three with crack indications were sent to the GE

Vallecitos Nuclear Center for detailed metallurgical examination. The

study indicated that the most probable cause of cracking is a stress
corrosion mechanism assisted by the crevice condition and the notch
effect. The cracks were blunted, indicating an arrested state. An

assessment of potential crack growth and a structural evaluation to
determine the minimum cross section requirements were also performed.
The crack growth assessment confirmed that the stress intensity
threshold for crack growth was high, thus suggesting that future crack
growth is likely to be small. A design basis crack growth calculation
using bounding high temperature data confirmed that the crack growth
during the current fuel cycle is likely to be small. Furthermore, the
structural evaluation showed that substantial cracking could be

tolerated while still maintaining structural integrity. Based on the
results of this evaluation, continued operation of Unit 1 with existing
bolting can be justified beyond the next refueling outage in March 1989.



EVALUATION OF CRACK-LIKE INDICATIONS IN CRD FLANGE BOLTS AT

SUSQUEHANNA UNITS 1

1. BACKGROUND

Cracklike indications were discovered in the 4140 steel bolting used in
the CRD flanged joint at Susquehanna Unit 2 during the current refueling
outage. Initial metallurgical examinations performed by Pennsylvania
Power & Light (PP&L) showed that the indications were circumferential,
up to 0.025 in. deep and were located in the fillet region at the
transition from the shank to the bolt head. Since similar bolting is in
use at Susquehanna 1 which is operating, an evaluation was performed to
determine whether continued operation of Unit 1 could be justified,
assuming similar, but active cracklike indications. The objectives of
the evaluation were: (i) to determine the cause and the mechanism of
cracking, (ii) to evaluate the likelihood of crack growth during future
operation, and (iii) to determine the minimum bolt cross sectional area
required to maintain integrity of the bolted joint.

Four bolts including three with crack indications were sent to the GE

Vallecitos Nuclear Center for detailed metallurgical examination. The

study indicated that the most probable cause of cracking is a stress
corrosion mechanism assisted by the crevice condition and the notch
effect. The cracks were blunted, indicating an arrested state. An

assessment of potential crack growth and a structural evaluation to
determine the minimum cross section requirements were also performed.
The crack growth assessment confirmed that the stress intensity
threshold for crack growth was high, thus suggesting that future crack
growth is likely to be small. Furthermore, the structural evaluation
showed that substantial cracking could be tolerated while still
maintaining structural integrity. This report describes results of the
metallurgical, crack growth and structural evaluation of the bolting.
Based on the results of this evaluation, continued operation of Unit 1

with existing bolting can be justified well beyond the next refueling
outage in Harch 1989.
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2. METALLURGICALASSESSMENT

The most probable cause of cracking in the Susquehanna CRD flange bolts
is a stress corrosion cracking mechanism assisted by a crevice and the
notch conditions in the fillet region at the transition from the shank

to the bolt head. The cracking initiated at corrosion pits, and the
crack growth was likely aggravated by manganese sulfide stringers
present in the bolt material.

These conclusions are based on the following observations and results:

o The cracking is circumferentially oriented, multiply initiated, and

apparently associated with surface pitting, i.e., the cracks seem

to initiate at the bottom of corrosion pits.

o The deepest cracks in the bolts examined at GE are approximately
0.015 inches deep, are filled with oxide, and have rounded tips,
indicative of an arrested state. The maximum depth in the samples

examined at GE is somewhat lower than that determined by PP&L

(0.025 in.), but all other characteristics appear to be similar in
the two examinations.

o The crack surface topography is obliterated by surface oxidation,
masking the surface features to the extent that the mode of
propagation (transgranular or intergranular) cannot be determined.

o The microstructure appears to be normal tempered martensite,
correctly fabricated and heat treated.

o Stringers of MnS were found on the fracture surface, as well as 'on

an optical metallographic section prepared from bolt ¹50-31A. In
addition, evidence was found by SEM fractography that selective
corrosion occurred as the result of the stringers, suggesting the
bolt cracking may have been aggravated by the MnS stringers.

2-1



o Bulk chemical analyses of the bolts showed the material- to be

within specification. By optical microscopy the microstructure is
a normal tempered martensite, indicating correct fabrication
procedures. Microhardness measurements are supportive of the same

conclusion.

During a recent inspection of the 1 inch AISI 4140 alloy steel cap

screws (flange bolts) used in the control rod drive (CRD) flange joint
at Susquehanna Unit 2, crack-like indications and pitting corrosion was

found in the area directly below the cap screw head. Four of the bolts
(cap screws) were transported to General Electric's Vallecitos Nuclear
Center for metallurgical evaluation to determine the cause of the
indications. Three of the bolts had crack-like indications associated
with regions of general pitting corrosion. The fourth bolt, while free
of crack indications, had a region of shallow general corrosion. This
section of the report describes the results of the metallurgical
evaluation to determine the cause of the crack indications,

2.3 Visual Ins ection

The four bolts received for metallurgical evaluation were identified by
the control rod drive location in the vessel. The bolts are designated
as follows:

1. Bolt ¹ 26-15 from Drive serial No. 2308

(pitting and crack
indications)

2. Bolt ¹ 50-31A from Drive serial No. 2373

(pitting, with no evidence of
cracking)

2-2



3. Bolt ¹ 50-31B from Drive serial No. 2373

(pitting and crack
indications)

4. Bolt ¹ 38-07 from Drive serial No. 2340

(minor pitting and crack
indication)

Note that two bolts from drive ¹50-31 were sent for evaluation. One of
the two bolts was free of crack indications, while the other bolt had

the most extensive crack indications of those sent.

By visual examination under an 8X to 33X stereo microscope, three of the
four bolts had circumferentially oriented, multiple initiated crack-like
indications that appeared to be associated with regions of general
corrosion pitting. Figure 2.1 is an overall view of two of the bolts in
the condition received at Vallecitos for metallurgical evaluation. The

bolts appeared clean and free from surface corrosion. Prior to shipment
the bolts were decontaminated with a freon bath. Smearable and direct
radiation levels were found to be near background. Figure 2.2 shows the
region on the bolt where the crack indications were found.

The four bolts were photographed at 8.5X in the region of pitting and

crack indication. Figures 2.3 through 2.6 show the macroscopic views of
the indications. (Throughout this report the bolts will be identified
by the drive location). Figure 2.3 is an 8.5X view of the cracking on

the shank of bolt ¹26-15. Of the bolts received, this one had the most

extensive crack indications. The indications, located just under the
head of the bolt, were multiply initiated and circumferential in
orientation. During service this region of the bolt forms a crevice
with the inner surface of the drive flange hole, and, if any leakage

occurs, this crevice region may trap and hold water increasing the
likelihood of corrosion. The longest crack on bolt ¹26-15 is
approximately 0.082 inches long. The total circumferential extension of
the cracked region is approximately 0.41 inches.
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Figure 2.4 is a macroscopic view of the shallow pitting and general
corrosion area on bolt ¹50-31A. Crack indications were not found on

this bolt. Figure 2.5 is a macroscopic view of the cracking on bolt
¹50-31B, This crack appears to be singly initiated, circumferentially
oriented, and in the same location as the one found on bolt ¹ 26-15.
The total circumferential length of the crack is about 0.45 inches.
Figure 2.6 is a macroscopic view of the circumferentially oriented crack
like indication on the shank of bolt ¹38-07. This crack has an

appearance which resembles a row of connected corrosion pits. The

circumferential extension of the crack is approximately 0.10 inches.

2.4 0 tical Microsco ic Examinatio

Sections of the four bolts were prepared for optical microscopic
examination of the bolt metallurgical structure as well as the
microscopic features of the cracking. Figure 2 ' is a photo of bolt
¹26-15 sectioned for metallurgical examination. A similar approach was

used on the other three bolts.

2.4.1 Bolt ¹26-15

Two sections were prepared for the optical metallographic examination of
the crack indication on bolt ¹26-15. Figure 2.7 is a photo of bolt
¹26-15 in the as-sectioned condition. An additional two sections were
prepared to examine the bolt microstructure on two orthogonal planes.

Figure 2.8 shows as-polished and etched views of a cross section of the
most prominent crack indication found on the surface of the bolt. In
the unetched view the crack is seen to be an open, relatively shallow,
crack with a blunted tip, The crack appears to have arrested at a depth
of approximately 0.015 inches. In the etched condition it is not
possible to determine the mode (transgranular vs. intergranular) 'of
fracture, that might reveal cause. It is also noted that branching,
that would characterize a possible stress corrosion mechanism, is
absent. It is also noted in this view that the microstructure is
uniform, homogeneous, and free from inclusions.
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Additional views of the cracking in bolt ¹26-15 are provided in Figure

2.9. As seen in Figure 2.8 the cracking appears shallow and blunted,
with the crack tip filled with oxide. Figure 2.10 shows 750x views of
the microstructure of bolt ¹26-15 on planes parallel and perpendicular
to the axis of the bolt. The structure is a normal tempered martensitic
(bainitic) structure with little anisotropy. In the parallel (plane)
view there is some evidence of stringers oriented parallel to the axis

of the bolt.

2.4. 2 Bolt ¹50-31A

One section was prepared from bolt ¹50-31A for the optical
metallographic examination of the pitting corrosion found just below the

head of the bolt. The section was prepared such that the plane of
polish was parallel to the axis of the bolt and oriented so as to
intersect the pitted region where the corrosion was most severe.

Figure 2.11 shows as-polished and etched views of the cracking in bolt
¹50-31A in the area where the corrosion visually appeared to be most

severe. The pitting was found to be approximately 0.002 inches deep,

with no evidence of cracking. The corrosion pits are filled with oxide.
The microstructure, as with bolt ¹26-15, is noted to be uniform,
homogeneous, and, in this view, free from inclusions. (It will be

pointed out later that this bolt came from the same heat of material as

did bolt ¹26-15). Figure 2.12 is a view of the microstructure of bolt
¹50-31A as viewed on a plane cut parallel to the axis of the bolt. The

structure is a normal tempered martensite as was observed in bolt
¹26-15. For comparison, see Figure 2.10.

An additional section was prepared from the shank of this bolt, one with
the cutting plane normal to the axis of the bolt. This plane was

prepared to examine the bolt for possible anisotropy in microstructure.
Figure 2.13 presents the results. On this plane of polish numerous

inclusions were found clustered in undulating bands threading across the

cross section. Presumably the distribution of the inclusions is the
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result of the fabrication method. [Later in the report it will be noted

that the inclusions are MnS stringers oriented roughly parallel to the

axis of the bolt.] The average diameter of the stringers is
approximately 0.4 mils (ie. 0.0004 inches).

2.4.3 Bolt ¹50-31B

A single section was prepared for the optical metallographic examination
of the crack indication found on the shank of bolt ¹50-31B. A

macroscopic view of the crack is shown in Figure 2.5. The section for
optical microscopy was prepared by cutting the bolt on a plane parallel
to the axis of the bolt and cutting through the mid section of the
crack. The intent was to intersect the crack at the location of deepest

penetration.

The result of the optical metallographic examination of the section
prepared from bolt ¹50-31B is presented in Figure 2.14. In the unetched
view the crack is seen to be open, relatively shallow, and with a

blunted tip suggestive of an arrested crack. A comparison of the
cracking found in this bolt with that found in bolt ¹26-15 (see Figure
2.9) shows the two to be similar in appearance and depth. Initiation
probably occurred at the bottom of a corrosion pit. The depth of the
crack is approximately 0.015 inches. In the etched view it is not
possible to determine the mode of cracking (transgranular vs

intergranular) due to the fine grain of the microstructure and the
considerable corrosion of the fracture faces which has obliterated the
surface features. In this view it is noted that the microstructure is
uniform, homogeneous, and free from inclusions.

2.4.4 Bolt ¹38-07

A single section was prepared for the optical metallographic examination
of the crack indication on bolt ¹38-07. A macroscopic view of the crack
is shown in Figure 2.6. The section was prepared by cutting the bolt on

a plane parallel to the axis of the bolt, and intersecting the mid point
of the single crack indication found on the bolt.
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The result of the optical metallographic examination of the section cut
from bolt ¹38-07 is presented in Figure 2.15. The Figure shows unetched
and etched views of the circumferential crack. The crack is found to be

shallow (approximately 8 mils [ie 0.008inches] deep), and with a blunted
tip. The crack more resembles a corrosion pit than an actively growing
crack. Compare this> view with the macroscopic view of the crack in
Figure 2.6, and note the resemblance with a line of connected corrosion
pits.

2.5 Scannin Electron Microsco

Sections prepared from two bolts, bolt ¹26-15 and bolt ¹50-31A, were

examined by Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) methods to supplement
the optical microscopic results in identification of the crack
mechanism. Figure 2-16 is a sketch describing the sections. Section A

was removed from bolt ¹26-15 (see Figure 2.7) from a location adjacent
to the optical metallographic sample which contained the crack of Figure
2.8. Section B, also removed from bolt ¹26-15, was prepared to study
the pitting on the outer surface of the bolt. The surface of interest
is the region in the lower left edge of the photograph of Figure 2.3.
Section C was removed from bolt ¹50-31A, from a region adjacent to the
optical microscopic sample. This section of the report describes the
results of the SEM fractographic analyses.

2. 5. 1 SEM Section A

This sample, removed from the cracked bolt ¹26-15, was prepared by
exposing the service crack face. This was accomplished by back cutting
the wedge shaped segment of bolt until the servi.ce crack could be opened

by room temperature ductile tearing. The section contained regions of
the original bolt shank surface, the service fracture, and the ductile
tom area.

Figure 2-17 contains a series of SEM fractographic photos of the
fracture of section A, with magnifications ranging from 15X to 100X
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presented here to orient the reader to the areas of study. Figure 2-18

presents a series of high magnification views of the service crack. The

surface is heavily oxidized and covered with corrosion products to the

extent the fractographic features are nearly completely obliterated. It
is noted that there are present numerous surface pits, or 'pock'arks.
With the earlier observation of the MnS stringers found on one of the

optical microscopic sections from bolt ¹50-31A (see Figure 2.13), it was

suspected that these pits on the fracture face could be due to selective
corrosion aggravated by the stringers. In one of the pits (lower left
photo of Figure 2-18) debris was found which upon EDS (SEM chemical

analysis by energy dispersive X-ray) evaluation showed it to contain

some sulfur. The tabulation of results are presented in Figure 2-19.

Further direct observation of manganese sulfide stringers was found on

the ductile Corn area adjacent to the service crack surface. The

rod-like material photographed in Figure 2-20 is a manganese sulfide
inclusion. Confirmation of composition by EDS analysis is provided in
Figure 2-21. It is not uncommon for MnS stringers of this type to be

present in an AISI 4140 alloy steel bolting material.

Results of examination of the pitted area on the outer surface of bolt
¹26-15 is given in Figures 2-22. This Figure contains a series of
photographs taken at a variety of magnifications to characterize the

pitting. The pits are shallow depressions partially filled with
corrosion products. The deposits have moderately elevated levels of
sulfur, suggesting the localized pitting may have been the result of
selective corrosion aggravated by the manganese sulfide stringers.
However the stringers are not typically oriented such that they would

exit the surface of the bolt so as to cause preferential corrosion.

Figure 2-23 has macroscopic SEM views of the lab (ductile) fracture of
section C. This section was prepared from bolt ¹50-31A to examine the

material for evidence of the sulfide stringers found by optical
microscopy. (as shown in Figure 2.13) The microscopic views of Figure

2-24 provide clear photographs of the MnS stringers. Figure . 2-25

provides EDS confirmation of the stringer composition. These stringers
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are typically 0.0006 inches in length, or approximately 25 times smaller
than the depth of bolt cracking.

2.6 V if cat on o ate s ro ert es

The CRD flange bolts described in this report were of a group purchased
from the ALLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY in about 1976. According to a

typical specification they were purcha'sed as 1"-8 X 5-1/2 Cap Screws,

with allen heads. (Appendix A is a copy of the specification). The

material meets the requirements of SA193-B7.

2.6.1 Chemical Requirements

Material meeting the requirements of specification SA193-B7 are to have

the percentages of elements identified in the table below. Tabulated
along with the specified values, are the compositions identified in the
test certification of Appendix A, as well as the compositions of the
four bolts as determined by a qualified subcontract vendor by a wet
chemical analysis technique.
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TABLE OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES

SA193-B7 Test Cert ¹26-15 ¹50-31A ¹50-31B ¹38-07

0.37-0.49 0.39 0.42 0.39 0.42 0.43

Mn 0.65-1.10 0.80 0.85 0.85 0 '5 0.79

0.04 max 0.017 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.017

0.04 max 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.014 0.014

Si 0.15-0.35 0.26 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.26

Cr 0.75-1.20 0.99 1.05 1.05 1.01 1.00

Mo 0.15-0 '5 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19

2.6.2 Hardness Measurements

In accordance with ASME specification SA-193 B7 (for alloy steel bolting
material for high temperature service) AISI 4140 chromium-molybdenum
steel is required to have a minimum tensile strength of 125 ksi, and a

minimum yield strength of 105 ksi (0.2% offset). These requirements
apply to bolts with a diameter of 2 1/2 inch and under, and will be

achieved if the bolting material is correctly quenched and tempered with
a minimum tempering temperature of 1100 F.0

Microhardness measurements were made on metallographic sections prepared
from each of the four bolts to verify the correctness of the fabrication
method. Average hardness readings are as follows:
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bolt ident Knoop Rc

¹26-15 315.7 31

¹50-31A 313.7 30

¹50-31B 317.0 31

¹38-07 312.7 30

These readings correspond roughly to an alloy steel with a tensile
strength of approximately 130 to 135 ksi. It is concluded that these

bolts were fabricated in accordance with the requirements of
specification SA 193 B7.

2.6.3 Mechanical Property Measurements

To provide additional confirmation of mechanical properties, tension
testing was done at room temperature, on four specimens made from the

CRD bolting. Appendix A summarizes results of the testing. Load-

elongation plots from these tests are also included in Appendix A. The

test results confirm tensile strengths in the 130 to 135 ksi range and

reduction in area of 50 to 60 percent. These values are consistent with
CMTRs as well as the expected ranges for SA 193 B7 material.
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Figure 2.1 View of CRD flange bolts in the condition received at
Vallecitos Nuclear Center for metallurgical evaluation.
Prior to transportation to Vallecitos, the bolts were
decontaminated with a freon bath technique.

Figure 2.2 View of bolt j/26-1S showing the general region of crack
like indications.
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8.5X

Figure 2;3 Macroscopic view of cracking
circumferential extension
approximately 0.41 inches.
shank (bottom of the photo)
general corrosion.

'on bolt /j26-15. The
of the cracked region is

Further down on the bolt
is a region of pitting and

Figure 2.4 Macroscopic'iew of shallow general corrosion area on
bolt j/50-31A. Crack indications were not found on this
bolt.
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Figure 2.5 Macroscopic view of the cracking on bolt $50-31B. This
crack appears to be singly initiated, and has a
circumfer'ential length of approximately 0.45 in0hes.

8,5X

Figure 2.6 Macroscopic'iew of cracking on bolt $38-07. This
circumferentially oriented crack indication has a length
of approximately 100 mils, and the appearance resembles a
line of connected corrosion pits.
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Photo of bolt jj26-15 sectioned for optical microscopy,
SEM Fractography and bulk chemistry.
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Figure 2.8

As polished, and etched views of a cross section of cracking in bolt
fj26-15. It is noted that the cracking is unbranched, open and blunted
which may signify crack arrest.
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Figure 2.9

Additional view of the
crack indication of
bolt j/26-15. As in
Figure 2.8, the cracks
appear shallow and
blunted, with the
crack tip region
filled with oxide.

250X

b. 250X
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Figure 2.10
750X views of bolt
$/26-15 microstructure
on planes perpendi-
cular (a), and
parallel (b), to the
axis of'the bolt. The
structure is a normal
tempered martensitic
(bainitic) structure.
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Figure 2.12 Hicrostructure of bolt $/50-31A as viewed on a plane
parallel to the axis of the bolt ~ The structure is
identical to that found in bolt $/26-15. (See Figure
2.10)
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Figure 2.13 Microstructure of bolt j/50-31A as observed on a plane cut
normal to the axis of the bolt. Note the presence of
stringers (later identified as M S).
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Figure 2.14 Unetched and etched views of the circumferential cracking
found on bolt fj50-31B. As in bolt fj26-15 the cracking is
shallow (0.015") and blunted, with the cracks filled with
oxide.
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Figure 2.15

Unetched and etched views of the circumferential crack found on
bolt fj38-07. The cracking is shallow, resembling a corrosion pit,
rather than an actively growing crack. Compare this view with the
macroscopic view of the cracking in Figure 2.6, and note the resemblance
to a line of connected corrosion pits.
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(Bolt 826-15)
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(Bolt //26-15)
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(Bolt f/50-31A)

Figure 2.16 Susquehanna CRD Bolt $/26-15
Diagram of SEN Sections
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Figure 2.17 Susquehanna CRD Bolt f/26-15 Section A
Photos ranging from 15X to 100X to macroscopically define
the fractured surfaces.
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Figure 2,18 Susquehanna CRD Bolt f26-15 - Section A
High magnification vie~s of service crack.
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Figure 2.20 Susquehanna, CRD Bolt /j26-15 - Section A
View of MnS stringer.
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Figure 2.21 EDS Spectrum (Log Scale) from Stringer Material in Center
of Micrograph fj1030.
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Figure 2.22 Susquehanna CRD Bolt jj26-15 - Section B
View of pitted surface.
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a) Surface of section C —Figure 2.16

b) 'enter of 1037

Figure 2.23 Susquehanna CRD Bolt fj50-31A - Section C

View of lab fracture.
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Views of MnS stringers on surface of lab fracture.
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Figure 2.25 EDS Spectrum (Log Scale) from the Stringers in Micrograph
$ 1041.
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3. CRACK GROWTH ASSESSMENT

As a part of assessing crack growth, a literature review of available

K data on the bolting material was performed. This would provide
ISCC

the technical base to determine whether there is a high likelihood of
crack arrest. Since data on 4140 steel is limited, this was

supplemented by data for steels of similar composition.

3'1 KISCC D R i

Available data on 4140 as well as other Ni-Cr-Mo steels show that KZSCC

is strongly dependent on yield strength (i.e,, KISCC drops as yield
strength goes up). Table 3-1 shows data from Reference 3-1 for
Chrome-Moly steels with yield strengths in the range of 100-150 ksi. It
is seen that for both water and salt water environment, the KISCC value

ranges from 60-103 ksi gin. For the Susquehanna bolting which has yield
strength values ranging from 112.8 to 127.2 ksi, a KISCC value of 70 ksi
Jin appears to be reasonable from interpolation of the data. Note that
Table 1 also includes data for water saturated H2S environment which

shows lower KZSCC values. This is probably related to a hydrogen

embrittlement phenomenon. The metallurgical evaluation confirmed that
hydrogen embrittlement is not the likely mechanism of cracking in the

bolting. Therefore the lower KISCC values for H2S environment in Table

1 are not governing. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 from Reference 3-2 also show

typical KISCC data for Chrome Moly steels. The strong dependence of

KZSCC on yie1 d strength is again seen. Using the 1ower bound straight
line shown as 'NRC low alloy curve', the KI C

value corresponding to
the highest yield strength of the heats used in Susquehanna is
approximately 45 ksi pin. This will be used to evaluate the potential
for crack extension in the 4140 bolting.

3.2 lied r ss I t si a o

The sustained stress on the bolting includes both the bolt preload,

stresses due to thermal expansion and the stress due to pressure load.
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From Reference 3-3 the stress due to the preload is approximately 54.9

ksi. This also includes conservatively, the effects of shear stress.
The preload is produced by the displacement constraint and as the crack
size increases, the effective bolt preload decreases due to the change

in bolt compliance. Loss of preload results from two mechanisms:

(i) Change in the elastic stiffness due to the presence of the
crack. This can be explicitly accounted for by a linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) evaluation that considers a cracked bolt.
The elastic treatment is adequate for brittle materials where there
is very little plastic deformation.

(ii) Permanent set due to plastic strain. As the crack depth
increases, the stresses can be high enough to cause plastic
strains. The permanent set resulting from the plasticity
effectively reduces the displacement constraint and reduces the

preload. For the bolting material which has high ductility,
plastic behavior should also be considered in addition to the LEFM

treatment.

Appendix B shows the decrease in bolt pre-load as a function of crack
depth. The LEFM result shows that for shallow cracks the bolt load
stays essentially the same but for deeper cracks there is a significant
load drop. The plastic analysis shows more significant load drop even

for small crack depths. However, for the brittle fracture evluation
described here, the conservative preload values based on LEFM analysis
were used.

ln computing the stress intensity factor two crack depth regimes were

identified. The first regime corresponds to shallow surface cracks
where the stress concentration at the fillet plays a major role. The

second regime corresponds to deeper cracks away from the notch effects.
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e ime - S allow rackin ear e Note

The calculations for the stress concentration factor in Appendix C

show a K value of 1.9. To compute the stress intensity factor fort
this notched area, the solution by Isida (Reference 3-4) for a

crack around a circular hole was used. By adjusting the stresses

by the ratio of the stress concentration factors (2 for biaxial
loading vs 1.9 here) and assuming that the drop in stress with
distance from the surface is similar, the KI values for shallow
cracking can be calculated. Surface residual stress due to cold
work was not included since it would exist for less than 5 mils and

did not contribute significantly to the applied K . Furthermore,
local micro hardness measurements near the notch did not show any

significant increasing hardness thus confirming the absence of cold
work induced residual stresses.

e e b o d e e o o e t
o ce

For deeper cracking the solution for a 360'rack in a cylindrical
bar was used (Reference 3-4). The reduction in preload with crack
'epth (from the LEFM analysis in Appendix B) was included in the KI
calculations. The stress intensity factor is given by

K F (d/D)S JmD

where F(d/D) is a geometric factor dependent on the crack depth,
S is the net stress across the crack and D is the diameter ofnet
the bolt shank.

Figure 3-3 shows the variation of K with crack depth, Although the KI
values for the two regimes were calculated using different stress
intensity solutions it is seen that the K values match well for the

transition crack depth of 0.08 in. Thus the assumptions for the K
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calculations are reasonable and consistent. What is significant about

the calculated K value is that it is well below the lower bound K of

45 ksi Jin (based on the NRC Low alloy curve) even for crack depths up

to 258 of the radius. The applied K> for the current crack depth is

less than the threshold value for SCC thus suggesting that continued

crack growth is unlikely. This appears to be supported by the results

of the metallurgical assessment also.

The metallurgical evaluation of the cracked bolts showed corrosion

induced cracking with the presence of the MnS inclusions acting as a

possible aggravating factor. Since the crack surface was obliterated

and there was heavy oxidation, it was not possible to establish a clear

stress corrosion cracking mechanism. Furthermore, the metallography did

not reveal extensive branching generally associated with stress

corrosion cracking. The fact that the crack tip appears to be blunted

and shows evidence of apparent arrest suggests that there is no dative

SCC crack and that the shallow cracking is surface related with the

stress concentration at the notch and the MnS inclusions acting as

aggravating factors. The high KZSCC value and the fact that the applied

K values are below the K>SCC data support crack arrest argument.I

3.3 rack Growth Rate

Both the metallurgical evaluation and K>SCC data presented here

strongly suggest the observed cracking is in a state of virtual arrest.
Thus an explicit crack growth evaluation is unnecessary. However, the

metallurgical assessment may not be definitive (due to oxidation and

damage to the crack surface) and the KZSCC value was based on room

temperature data. Thus future crack extension, though unlikely, cannot

be totally ruled out. To allow for this, bounding crack growth rates

were determined using data for Chrome Moly and low alloy steels at

higher temperatures.

Figures 3-4 and 3-5 from Ref. 3-5 show the variation of crack growth

rate from constant extension rate tests (CERT) for Ni-Cr-MoV steels.

Since CERT involves continuously increasing strain, the CERT crack
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growth tests should not be used for constant lead crack growth in the

field. The CERT results however, provide quali.tative information on SCC

susceptibility. Itis seen that the CERT crack growth rates fall sharply
below 100'C. This shows that at low temperatures, the SCC

susceptibility is not significant. For the expected steady state
operating temperature of the CRD bolting 135'F average (57'C) the CERT

data confirm low SCC susceptibility and suggest extremely low crack
growth rates in the bolting. This is also consistent with the high room

temperature K values described in Section 3.1. Thus if there is anyISCC
crack growth at all in the bolting, it will be extremely low.

Although all available data indicate crack arrest, a decision was made

to perform a crack growth evaluation with conservative high temperature
growth rates to come up with worst case predictions. The motivation for
this was the fact that at this point, there is only limited information
on the depth of the cracks and the number of bolts that may be cracked

in the Unit 1 bolting. As more inspections are completed at the next
outage and a more complete data base is developed, the case for not
considering crack growth may become more definitive, This will provide
the technical basis for continued operation with the existing bolting
indefinitely. Meanwhile, bounding values based on crack propagation
data (Figure 3-6) for low alloy steel and carbon steel in 200'ppb

oxygenated water at 550'F can be used. It should be emphasized that
this is only meant for use as a design basis upper bound estimate and

should not be used for actual crack growth predictions.

For the calculated K value corresponding to the average crack depth

during the curent fuel cycle the worst case predicted crack growth rate
-6is approximately 4 x 10 in/hr. This represents a conservative upper

bound value based on data at higher temperatures. With this bounding

assumption, the radial crack growth in the current fuel cycle
(approximately 12000 hours) will be 0.048 in. If it is assumed that the

initial crack depth is 0.025 in, the final depth at the end of 18 months

is 0,025 + 0.048 0.073 in.
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TABLE 3-1

K DATA FOR 4340 STEEL WITH YIELD STRENGTH
ISCC 110 - 150 KSI

FROM REFERENCE 3-1

aterial ef 4 nv onme t
Temp. Yield Strength

'F si

Apparent
ISCksx in

4340 Steel

4340

4340 Quenched
6 Tempered

70887 Sea water

76972 Dist. water

83613 3.5% NaC1

83613

75

75

75

75

125

142

130

150

70

103

70

60

4140 Steel

4340

84963 Water Saturated 75

H2S

84963 Water Saturated 75
H2S

105

125

36

35
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4. STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

In this section, the minimum required cross section for the bolting will
be established based on three different criteria:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

fracture mechanics assessment

needed area to meet Section III limits
needed area to maintain structural integrity of the flanged

joint.

If the crack depth at the end of the current fuel cycle is such that the
cross sectional area requirements based on the three criteria are met,

continued operation can be justified.

4.1 ractu e Mechanics e e

A key material property in the fracture mechanics evaluation is the KZC

value of the bolt material. While the KIC values for the CRD flange
bolts were not directly measured, a good estimate of it can be made from

the measured yield strengths and Charpy energies reported in the
certified material test reports (CMTRs - Appendix A).

The following
(Reference 4-1)

relationship called Rolfe-Novak-Barsom correlation
was used;

K~C
S

where KIC

5 CVN - 0.05
S

Critical plane-strain stress intensity factor at slow

loading rates, ksiJin.

S - 0.2% offset yield strength at the upper shelf
temperature, ksi.

CVN Standard Charpy V-notch impact test value at upper shelf,
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Based on a review of the sample CMTRs, following representative lower

bound values of yield strength and Charpy energy were selected: yield
strength, 112.5 ksi; Charpy energy, 68 ft-lbs. Based on these values

and using the well-known Rolfe-Novak-Barsom correlation, the K wasIC
estimated as 187 ksi Jin. This confirms that the bolt material has a

very high toughness. Figure 4-1 shows the applied stress intensity
factor as a function of crack depth. It is seen that the actual K is
well below the plane strain fracture toughness. Thus fracture concerns

are not limiting and fracture failure of the bolting is not expected

even for large crack depths,

4.2 e u ed Bo t Cr ss e o o t Section II ASM Code Criter a

Reference 3-1 describes the analysis of the CRD bolted joint using
typical ASME Code procedures. It is seen that the minimum bolt cross

section to ee e requirements is 1.61 in . Assuming2

conservatively that all bolts experience cracking, the minimum cross
section needed for each bolt is 1.61/8 0.2025 in or approximately2

0.25 in. radius. Assuming a crack depth of 0.073 in. at the end of the
current fuel cycle (from Section 3.3), the available radius is
(0.41-0.073) 0.337 in. This is well in excess of the minimum radius
of 0.25 in. required for maintaining Code margins.

4.3 ui d o t os

an ed Joi
cti o a nta t c ur 1 e r t of e

As shown in 4.2, the cross section left at the end of the current fuel
cycle is well in excess of that required to meet Section IIIASME Code

requirements (which generally imply a structural margin of 3). It
stands to reason, therefore, that the available bolt cross section will
be sufficient to prevent failure of the bolted joint also. Nevertheless,

it is useful to determine the minimum bolt area to prevent failure of
the bolted joint based on ductile rupture considerations. This will
provide a basis to determine the additional margin available from the

viewpoint of maintaining structural integrity of the bolted joint.
I
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From the fracture analysis in Section 4.1 it is clear that brittle
fracture is not controlling and that only ductile failure of the bolt
needs to be evaluated. As the crack extends the bolt preload decreases

(Appendix C) and becomes negligible for deep cracks where ductile
failure can occur. Therefore in determining the required area for
preventing bolt rupture only the primary loads (excluding bolt preloads)
will be considered from Reference 3-1. The total bolt load (for all 8

bolts) is 45,000 lb. This translates into a load of 5625 lb per bolt.
Assuming the minimum tensile strength of 130.5 ksi (per CMTR in Appendix

A), the required minimum radius is 0.12 in. compared to the available
cross section radius of 0.337 in. at the end of the current cycle. This
confirms that substantial safety margin remains, even with the

conservative crack growth rate assumptions.

4-1 J.M. Barsom and S.T. Rolfe, "Fracture and Fatigue Control in
Structures - Applications of Fracture Mechanics", Second Edition
1987, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Cracklike indications were discovered in the 4140 steel bolting used in
the CRD flanged joint at Susquehanna Unit 2 during the current refueling
outage. Initial metallurgical examination performed by PP&L showed that
the indications were circumferential, up to 0.025 in. deep and were

located in the fillet region at the transition from the shank to the
bolt head. Since similar bolting is in use at Susquehanna 1 which is
operating, an evaluation was performed to determine whether continued

operation of Unit 1 could be justified, assuming similar, but active
cracklike indications. The objectives of the evaluation were: (i) to
determine the cause and the mechanism of cracking, (ii) to evaluate the
likelihood of crack growth during future operation, and (iii) to
determine the minimum bolt cross sectional area required to maintain
integrity of the bolted joint.

Four bolts including three with crack indications were sent to the GE

Vallecitos Nuclear Center for detailed metallurgical examination. The

'tudy indicated that the most probable cause of cracking is a stress
corrosion mechanism assisted by the crevice condition and the notch
effect. The cracks were blunted, indicating an arrested state. An

assessment of potential crack growth and a structural evaluation to
determine the minimum cross section requirements were also performed.
The crack growth assessment confirmed that the stress intensity
threshold for crack growth was high, thus suggesting that future crack
growth is likely to be small. A design basis crack growth calculation
using bounding high temperature data confirmed that the crack growth

during the current fuel cycle is expected to be smally Furthermore, the
structural evaluation showed that substantial cracking could be

tolerated while still maintaining structural integrity. Based on the
results of this evaluation, continued operation of Unit 1 with existing
bolting can be justified beyond the next refueling outage in March 1989.

Highlights of the metallurgical, crack growth and structural evaluations
are summarized in the following paragraphs.

I
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5.1 e allu ic 1 ssessment

The most probable cause of cracking in the Susquehanna CRD flange bolts
is a stress corrosion cracking mechanism assisted by a crevice and the

notch conditions in the fillet region at the transition from the shank

to the bolt head. The cracking initiated at corrosion pits, and the
crack growth was likely aggravated by manganese sulfide stringers
present in the bolt material.

The cracking is circumferentially oriented at multiple sites, and seems

to initiate at the bottom of corrosion pits. The deepest cracks in the
bolts examined at GE are approximately 0.015 inches deep, are filled
with oxide, and have rounded tips. The crack surface topography is
obliterated by the surface oxidation, masking the surface features to
the extent that the mode of propagation (transgranular or intergranular)
cannot be determined.

Bulk chemical analyses of the bolts showed the material to be within
specification. By optical microscopy the microstructure is a normal

tempered martinsite, indicating correct fabrication procedures.
Microhardness measurements are supportive of the same conclusion.

Stringers of MnS were found on the lab fracture surface, as well as on

an optical metallographic section. SEM fractography showed that
selective corrosion occurred as the result of the stringers, suggesting
the bolt cracking may have been aggravated by the MnS stringers.

5.2 Crack Growth ssessment

While 4140 steels can experience stress corrosion cracking (SCC), the

susceptibility is highest for high yield strength values (generally in
excess of 150 ksi). For the Susquehanna CRD bolting materials w'ith

yield strength less than 130 ksi, a lower bound K> value is 45 ksi
gin. at room temperature. The applied stress intensity factor
considering preload as well as pressure loading is less than K

SCC
value
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of 45 ksi Jin. even for radial crack depths up to 25$ of the bolt radius
(or 568 " remaining cross section). This strongly suggests that crack
extension by SCC is unlikely since the current crack depth is less than

0.025 in. (or approximately 6S of the bolt radius).

Although the data provides strong evidence crack growth is unlikely,
still propagation rates at higher temperatures were. used to provide
conservative bounding crack growth rates. Based on the review of the

-6
data, a bounding value of 4 x 10 in/hr was assumed for the K level
corresponding to the measured depth. This would mean a maximum radial
crack depth of 0.073 in. at the end of the current cycle.

5.3 ructur v uat o

Based on the lower bounding Charpy V-notch energy of 68 ft-lb, it was

determined that the fracture toughness is at least 187 ksi gin in the

upper shelf condition (above 40 F). The applied stress intensity factor
is well below this even for large crack depths. Thus brittle fracture
is not a limiting factor. The required radius to meet ASME Section III
criteria was determined to be 0.25 in. compared to the available radius
of 0.41-0.073 - 0.337 in. at the end of the current outage. Thus ASME

Code margins will be maintained during the current fuel cycle even with
the cracked bolting. The required radius to prevent bolt rupture was

determined to be 0.12 in. and shows that the margin to failure is even

higher.

5.4 a C c u s

The evaluations presented here are based on extremely conservative
assumptions on the extent of cracking and crack growth rates. Even with
these conservative assumptions continued operation of Unit 1 with
existing CRD flange bolting can be justified for the current fuel cycle.
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Xtern ¹ 3
P/H LX7C4515P2

~ ~

This ls to certify that the item listcrl below ts in accordance with tho specification narc():

Your 0((lrrr No.', 9713

Yaur Part No,:

Allan Do(rcription: 1" & x 5-1/0 Cay Iczewa) Cxcia bzillad d ttalaa Nedced)
Stacked

No of Pleras. 2)020 Iot 05

Sp((rificntion; foal(I per Rl-2545) hccaptaca to tfs-2583) Ha~afiux Cozp.
Procadttxe 3.2X.K 2r IPlC-241

These parts w(:rc (a(mr(fact(rrrrl frnm:

material; Heats Sh193-B7 Allan Mntcrial Cr(r)c: BBK-4 {Ht. IO-2751)

anti harl the fnflnwirrg rh(.rnirol cn:npo((itin((:
~ 0

~ ~ C h{n S Si C r Ni
lL11 .39,&0 .013 .26 .Ol .02

with thn following m(rchnnicol prnpertios:

Cr ~ P Mn
F 99 .017 ~ 20

tu11 Size 'fenei1n 10 Ma((ca

.snail's.

71,500 Lha,-Ro 29/30 72,000 @ha.-Ro X). ~

70)000 ibsen Ro 30/31 72)400 Lbe Ro 30''
71)900 Lbai Ro 30/31 72)150 Lba. Rcr" 2e/29

~ l« . ~

Yapacti Teat Chaxpy V Notch «t +40t
Taated per apeoi hSS-fleet. IZI+RQ303.:,
1hsttlta Acceptable to Spec.

p,'rl.(

Ultimata tensile. p((i:
e

Yield Strength {.25) psi:

Elnngntfon {40)$:

'."-.'i'!~~Mr-""~ 'eriuction in An.a 5:

'.)>~("»'" ''nyoxad «t 1200 g/0

".-"~.''; f,azta btxnf.ahed cedar that
lIICQxy ox radioactive ¹rate': "' ''!'.R, - Not Berfuirorl

136,000

112) 800

l&a5

57+5

Ito 29/30
hxa.

~ i ~ (I1 k

oxdat vaxa tarot ccxttAnkrtate4 M my say hy ttxtctLceal
rial dttEinc theix trranQfaotQzo ~

L,IS 143 Rav. 6(r'T4

tq76

.'. SfGfiEO Aft'ROftNTO OFFOttFi f(fF

\

ggy of

r(o(pry P((>

Jut t a rrrS
~ '«.

~ . ~ i «~(

l{OTARfle ONLy
WHEN RCQUJREO
eY PURCHASE

OROKRICONTRACT

A-6

~ fH fflTNFMIffy'flEOY(
14 tfave ft)(I|(neo Sn dur fthm~

azr H Ray
i,<,r. o< aua«y.~,,,H



~ ~ '

4 ' ~ ~
~ ~ a

m 20, lOSS

~ ~

%tsar %xi 688

~e KMRr=mti~M
~'hk)trc Dence 5ltccl

"Tol. [413) 56II-157 f
'ostfiehl, Q4Ss. 01005

ca:
-. TllE hLLKH NFG.

COMPhN'2

Dudtoy Town Aoad
SL00MF IELOp CT 05002

httn: Cone LeYassevr

CUS'fe tgLt I l064

~ 32754
Page No.: 435
Reft T/H I12IO

3 Lets Test Blanks hSTH-AI03, ar. 87
'ldentlf led es Codo GBK-tl, Cost Lot 62 6l65
Hero teated per Spec. hSME Sect. Ill ~ Hh2300

e ~

Lot 5i
I

86
0465

IOO'

44
.0493"
Ioog

). Foot Pounds>
2. Lota Kxpas
5. Shuor Fract.g

IMPACT TEST CHAAPY V tOTQ( hT +40~F.s ~ ee e+e ee

3

40
a 0457"
I00$

Avof~ae
O.e. P.O.N
205a1C71
Item 0 3
P fNK17C4515P2

%Y

~
le% 6:

I. Foot Poundal
2. Lat, Exp.:
$ . Shear Fract.:

l.at 't:

t. Foot Poundss
2a Leta Kxpas
3< Shear Fraota I

I

eo
046gtt

I00$

I

84
.0458"
.I00$ '

97
.0522"
'l 005

2

83
.0482'oof,

80
..0472"
l00$

3

16
~ 047"
I005

~Avere e

Qg ~ 7 G Kr Pao
20501C71
ltlW 0 3
P/8 117C4515p:

~Avers e

ei.0 O.=-. P.O.N
205G1C71
item 0 3
P/H 117C4515l

The eelhplea conform to the requtrolhonts of tho Spoclf Ication.

Wl HthlhV ARTI5V Tllht 'TIIC hSAVC 5 h TRUf COrV ~
OUR K(COIIO QS 5hlO 5hltIPLt 4 OIRhl5 fWO CCSSWh>Vt INCe

~Ofg,
~ 4

Ae

~ i
y FL.V/YN Q/RATS-PRESIDENT

A-7
~ r ~,.eH ~'<i 'e 't',ttq"~ e ~ .e





- ~ ~

.f

Chs SAA SONS
fHflLCMNANfIACtVRtMQCOAtPANY
Orawer 670 ~ Hcdlord, Connecticut 06t0t

Tele phone +03) Zi245t1
Ui
~ ~

U»r

~ U J
r

knead,cm tsatenex¹ Co.
440 Itr5ttw 1vema
I~ Oar)otr Ca15C. 04070 e(Z 3of 3 ~ ~

Gentlemen:

aaCe I'+OHIO 205GXQ7l
Ztatn 8 3.
I'/8 il7C45,?5&2

This is to certify that theitnm listed below is in accordance with the specification nahd:

'/
l,l

~ ~ U

AgJ

'+

Your Order
No.t'our

Part No.:

Allen Oascriptlon:

U ~ ~

.r
~ c..gq

~

1
Ul

Ufg

Ns9nefXux Case>!',":i'i~',
~ 1

1"~l g 5 tur2 C~ dcanra> Creat Dri1&4 d HHas, Necke4u
Stan@ed

No. of Pieces: Xu9SP let
07'pecification:MT per ittt»2545, hoceptitc» to Ntt»25S3,

Procedure 3.2L.A 2r XPkC 241
These parts ware manufsctured from:

Materiel: Heats SA193-B7 Allan Mnt«rial f'Nlu. 55K-4 (ltd, IC-2751)
~ g

yU I

V ~

aml had thc following rhrmical campusitian:

4 C %ln S Sl Cu Ni Cr P Mo
Hf11 39 ~ 80 013 .26 01 .02 99 .017 .20

with the fallowing mechnnirsl properties:
V Fu11 85se Tansiia '0 tresses. ~ensgt~ ~ c U

UUI »* 'I„UU
71r 0 ~i~mo 29/29,5 '1'F000'Lbso-lpga %,: .g.jYield Strength (.5) pel; XISr500'1<500 Qe jto 29,5/30'; 71(00ty'g¹ ttj'U g'; "."..

~ )',g ~ ~ ~

Elongation (4D)%: 16 'mpact'eat ~ Chaxpg V thatch jij;+NO',.'„-;;: i"!
~ ", ...,. teated Der epeA AsN Ifietr< $2t++30>„~z.".":.~'." '-.".p".Li.' Reduction in Aree%t

" 58.5 IterCCe Accept'Ala eo lyon'k~::.i>;jj<.'„'i'"',".
ol. ' .,g re't ~'fferdness:

~ ~ ~ U ~ V ~: ~...'tespare4 et: @00 tjR hra.>

~ agt¹ had,ahal tst4ax 05¹ orat'mra ttot ocsttejelttataC'5tt atty way?y gtstohiotst:,
Nateey os raCoaot5ve Natar5¹X 4eQy'ha5a aettCaoteo..

N.R. - Not liequlred f.SS ~ Ram.6/f4n' '

SPNKD AND SNORED TO QFtORC MC

I~ 4Uy Uf

rruiarr I Ic

NOTARllED OHLY

IliN RK(ijlRKD

OY PURCHASE

OhD!itICOlORAOT
~ ~

~ N trlTNEN NilgRtOFI
ee gare goruuaio Sec Our tt~d

7

ThlsM2~dur ot ty 76

W.l15aa H. Ray

>)"ugL. oc uuau.ey cene
~ '

A-8



'+v 4V S r~; 2.t',+! r

g ~g '~9gQ-

( ~

„-
g

$ „--„p
URB a RB

'W't I Vl
j4otta ORmC Sltcet

'TeL HT3) 5GO-1571
'ast'Iield, mass, 01005

TO:

20, 1976

- ~

Tllf ALLfHMFG. COMPANY
22 Dvdtoy Town Aoed
BLOOHF lfLO~ QT 0600Z

httnt Gene LaVassaur

'TEST Noel
688

~

Cttsr. r.o,: l l 064

32754
Page Ro.t 435
Reft TIN I12l0

3 Lots Test Blanks ASTH-AI93, Gr ~ SV
Identlflod es Code BBK-4, Cost Lot'2-6165
4'era tested per Spec. ASM'oct. Ill " N82300

IMPACT TKST CHIRPY V HOTN) AT +40~F.t

~ Let Si

l, Foot Pounds:
2. Lat. Exp.t
3. Shear Frect,t

tot 6:

I ~ Foot Pounds:
2 ~ Lbto fxpot
3. Shear Fract.t

Lot 7:

I

86
.0465"
l00$

I

80
046'"

100$

2

84
0493n

i00S

2

97
052

100$

3

80
e0457n
ioog

3

80
.0472"
100$

Avera 8
O.ED P.O.Q

83'3 20551C71
Xtam 0 3
P/N117C4515P 2

~Avera 6

85.7 G.Ka P. 0,¹
20~0 LC71
Item 0 3
P/.'I 117C4515p

~ ~

~ ~~i c
~ ~

~ ~

y ~

~ ~

l. Foot Poundet
2e Lbto Exp'
3. Shear Frect.t

84
.0458
1005

2

83
~ .0482"

1005,

76
047"

100$

hver~cCa

81+0 GeEo PeOell
205Q1C71
I~am 0 3
P/8 117C4515

.gw~.~("
'fhe

semplos conform to the roqutromonts of thi Spaclf tcetlon.

p

~>I

4ii' -' JUI. l 0 l975

VW tlER(OY O'RrltY Tllhf Ttll hRDvf. lS h TRUE Col~ D>
oUR R(coRO Qr 5hlD shMrLL I, ct(&15 iwD cohlPhNT. lNC.

~QP

FLY/YNOlRATS PRES(DF.NT~'ill 29



@IN
~ ~

s~

Drilvy

cirodetat Fcmtenp r co.
840 Brfttnrt ?Lvonua
Sax CarI,ce, Calit. 94070

r;:Z A~ me ar<VaS'ACTVWSa C~.'tPANr
or 5FO ~ Harttord. Conncctlcut04I01

Tetatlhone (203) 24245t t.

s

ssyjpsy"

~ \ r
(s

~ u

~ ~
, ('C(

~ ~ Your Or(kr No.; 9713

Ge So 5'oOo Ho~ 205QiC7> .

Ztatn 0 3
Pf8 117C4515PR

ig to certify that tho itcin lhted i(plow is in ac(or(lance with the npncificat ion note(l:

~ ~ ~

n

~
~ ~

~
'I

~ h s

Your Part An,r

.C Mn
' Si (.'n i%i

k4f1 1 o.39 ~ EO ~ 013 ~ 26 ' 0 1 .02
with Ihc folio~lug mcchnni(sa) iiropertir s:

72'0 hhai ~ 80 32
72y900 Lha ~ Ro 32
72 F500 Qem ~ Re 31/32

t)ltimate l((anil(, t'ai;

117 g504

Flongutlnn (4l))g;

Allcrl i)n((criPtton: 1 Q g 5 gQ Cgy gcrtnrg
Ntarg c4

No. of f'i(:rei(t 277 Lot IS

le 'a ~ « I.-Specification' Z yy r Nt 2545 gcce)Ft tet + 25
ProcoCure 3.21 A,2 ZPHT 241

Thcao part(( werc lnanufuctiirc(l l'rom:
'

f
hiatcrial: Meets SA193-57 Allen SfatLfial ('ac IN4 (at Nc 2751)

~ zs s

an(l ha(l the following chemical compoi(it)on:
I ' 't

(' f~ No
~

'i " '. "-... I
99 ~ 017 o20

10 Woden Tenmim
132 p 500

%s 4Ylcl() Strength (.N) gait

p s ~ ~ ~ &~sy20 f.ayact Teat Caxpy V Hotch at 40 t 'pr'."„"<
Taatad yes epoo. ASN-Oact, IIIN32300: .~„"='

fle()uction in hron 0: 40 SeattLta'acceptablo to ~e,
\ ~ ~Har(inane: Re 31

'o.spores at 120oor/2 hra.

Parte ttttatkahed trtder this or4sz'reze ttpt ecntgmfnatag irt any lray ]yy g~~g~g
Nerottry or radioactive aiateriai dur&g their attetttfaot~.

llc v, 6/74Nnt )le quire(l 0317

y ~

sl ~

i%0HED AND!I%0AM70 II)lFhIIEhl)l

~ ~

'lbl~ dsy sy In
IIOTARIZED ONLY

Vl)IEtt. REQI'IAEO

DY PU,'ICIIACE

ORDCAl COtt(ttyl CT

~ 8 ~

6 ~+ xviaog< lbpg

OCN

o! guality c(astrol .

'' 34

tw aIYXrSS etrnvut"(
W(y Items ttrteya(n Set Our Itul

s

X(tt Jttl I9 75

~ ~ ~

A-10



~l ! s

'

'

Qjg 3g~:Q 4 8 NS
Tgg rgu.S arum'WCTVRtwa CON'~
Crawer 570 Hertford, Connectlcv! 05lDS

Tate Phone (203j 242 6$ t0

)lo
s

si
t»

AJI

h
»!d

Attericett tastoner Co.
&40 Izittett Avesta
San Carloe, Calit. 94070

OeEe Poaut 2050LCRl
ltottt 0 3
p/8 117c45LSPR

Gentle}neo:

T"ii ie to certify that the itvrn lietcti below is ln'accordance with the specification noted:~ «le

Your Orr)cr Nn.: 9713

Your 1 i}rt s4ns ~

hllcn ))oscri)}tinn:

Wos Of Piuacets

1"-b x 3 112 C~ Screen+ Cross Orill 6 Ho)e}e, Necked/
Stl}}ped,

381 LCf I&

;4
~ ~\

pe}r it& 2545 Accept to MB~2583 lla+eKUR Cozpr
Prooedttze 3.2l,.h.2 IPHT 141

7)}ns}. l}art» iyure man»far.lurcrl from:

Material: tezets Sh193-B7 h))cn Material Cade: MK-4 (Ht. PQ-2751) ~ »

n

U)tin};}trr}r }}si)u, )}ii: 132 d 500

Y.:ld Strvr}gtt} ).2'5) )'I!rr: 117 500

and hud thr. (nl)dlwirrtt r homier}l campanili}}n:

('Mn S .'ii ( u Ni
)till . 39 . CO .O13 .26 .Ol .02

with thv, (r}t)nw}r}ttn«snhnnir n) t}rnpr.'rtir'e:

Cr P Mn
.99 .017 d20

10o Vedas Tenei)e
72,600 fbe Rc 32
72r900 Kbeh Rc 32
72'00 Zhs. Ra 31/32

) )an)tat)on (4)))Q;

lluductinn in Atua y.

20

60 Ttrpact '1~eat, atarpy V Notch at 40 r ..~:
tested per spec. MtC Sect. ZZZ ))82300.,
Iesulte accept&le to spec.liar}lan}rat Ro 31

Testpezed et 1200of!2 hxs.

parts tttzttished teth d de this order treze r}ot cczttamLnated in my vey by jtetcticztal Hercttzy
or radioactive material during their e}anuEectuze.

llnv. 6/74l}).ll.- l})nt ) lvr)u)mr) j,WS 0317

5)GNCl AttD 8%0ttN 'fo ttt:YOttf:
Mt'Ms

dss !

Hnrury pu n

i)5th)))ZSQ 0))) Y

v;)tt)) )tf.'lt))t)<p

l)7 ) g))C)teS)!

0)tpL)t>00)t?))ACT

gA+
r rr

.a . a eel Carter, r.
Qtte ggleger

ddl

f 35,

N %)Tit|:SS It)OLVOVr
sn lther! )tad}ur}}o5sdt Oe! t 114+})

te 76



'--."-rt---4~;" ~4~~<"0"~~irrvrJ.~~M -~

t~M tlVl~—
Ivf~tfru Oamc Slrcct

~

~ ~~

~

Tcl. (413)
5611-1'17'esl'ricld.

m><. 0~085

June'.t2f.".'I 576

THE ALLEN HFG. COMPANY

22 Dudley Town Rnad
BLOOMF IELDi CT '06002

Attn: Gene L'eVosseur

)

13038

gwr. su 11064

32754
Page No.l 447

,t
5"

2 Lots Blanks AI93-By
Identlf led os Cods BBK-4p Cost Lot 62 6165

Nero tostod per Spec. ASME-Sect. Itl, NBZ300

IMPACT TEST CHARPY V NOTCH AT 40iF.r

Lot 8

~Q

'I. Foot Pounds:
2. I.ot. Exp.f
J. Shear Fract.:

Lnt l3

I. Foot Pounds:
2. Lat. Exp.:
3. Shear Froct.:

I

94
p0547»
100$

I

88
.050»
100$

2

85
.0508»
looby

2 '"
94
.0533"
100$

3

99
p 053»
100$

3

99
0535»

~ 100'~

A~vera v'.Z. p.g,p
92 7

205GIC71
Zalea 0 3

S'/8 I17C4515.
P2

llvervas

93.7 .

««v

The samples conform to the roqulrements ot the Spoclf Ication.
~ ~ ~ ~ «I y ~ '«., ~ ~ 'p ~ ')pr, ~,t ~

~ ~
~ f

~ t

g ~

'". g, ~

~ ~

~ ~ I'

v

~ C.
~
v'"

'wf 1lfK1aY cfKflfY fllhY SHE haovI 1$ h 7guf QQPY of
OUK K(CORD Of ShlQ ShMPLf. 1. QIKhf5 h%) CO5 ll'hHY, IHC.

. ~')a+1 RICHARD Sftt441Uha Iht»~

3P

A-12



CS 05tlIA" S OPS
tHfALLENr/tMNVFACTVRIHC COMPAPl'V
AroNcr SFO ftorlforrt.Connecticut 0610t

Tolcpt)ore (203) 242 ttSt t

\ t ~ ~
~ ~

. ~
ip ~ s

~'s ~

a

(

I

r ~ ~

~

'.

~ ss
e ~ ~

hoor'.can Foatoner Co.
840 Brfttar) hi neo
SOn Caz'1ced Calif. 94070

Carr t
lr)nrn.'5TMPf IIINK

5/(( 117C45).552 Mi(

'i'hirt i)t tu cr.rtify that the irr)rn liatwl l)r'lr)o'a in ar.cor lrrncrr )vitlr thn aper ifir:ntinn natal:

'Vnrrr Orrlrrr ."[to.t.9713
Your Port Nr),'.

Allen Du)rcription) 1"-8 )! S-l/2 Cap I'cxcwa, Cross DtL11 6 Nolan'ocked,
Ita))[pod

)lo. ol'iner)att.1,397 - 1,CC'13

'Spncificntlun: MPZ pr)r NB-2545 hccapt to NS-2583 lkagnaflux Corp.
procedure 302k,shs2 IPNT 241

Tho)ro porta ccrc manufactured from:

Motorial: t/ueta Sh193-B'7 Allen Material Corlo: BQK 4 Ott, Ig-275])

anti harl the following chemical compoaitlon:

C Mn S S i Cu )Vl Cr f) >io
Nf.ll 39 . 80 013 26 01 02,99 017 '0

')Ilth tllr) roilowlllgAlccl)arrir!al trropartfnrr:
10 Wodca Tanai lrr

Ultimate icnr)ilc, p)rl; 132 500 ~ 69 300 tea. Rc 29
~ .. 595'000 Ibaa 1'9

(tt3„'z >' .. field Strrrr)gtlt f."~0} pdri: 113q500 s;.'.':„' '05500 Lbas Rc. 30

dj ~
' glcngntlon (ll))"e.'" ''

20. '„":gs '( "'.',',".-':.t,:."
''KJWkitr'P(flnrluctlon in Arco 5: '6X.t5:...';, ~ . "Znyact'Vaat - chary V Not<5 at 40op

. 'f's~. 5.',.»:.;> "., -,,: ',c,'.i.:,;, "f~".:,: " coated por epee. MR-Soct. ZXZ N92300
;.4.'".+$ 4'"'..llii((!iiss." ' '::ss'(29/30 ..

"~ ([asstts as(s((ta[(ls ts ssaa.
jgs[lr>"„egg„~,sass ~ as 4 at 1200 F/2 [)['ts...., . '...'

~ ~ ~ ~

~,3'iita 'fuiniahid tudor thks ordar More not ccatanrinato4'N any @ay by hctp~a1 lprcury
'r'radar.each j.~ toatorLal during their trranufacturod

~ '.. N.lt. - ident lluqttlrcrl ~ l)4''i I316 ~
" lie v. 5/?4

orttut atttt strtttW vn ttVVnnF: M>: . ~ INptl'x)'st trtt)!tty~yr
+« tt«vr( Itttrer(rn Bc< 0«r llo4[t

:.8r+i~t',»'

~ ~

JV((lay r(whirr

[(0[ [0( .0 0NI.Y

l
iVttatt A~>UtAF0

tip ttt);tt,'<IASF.

OttQL)t lQtr't'irth[tll

rs
'g. s.' 4" L'~~11 ca~or 0

uct Lino gana9ar
C

tc 76

A-13



~ ~

pg
$ a a g

~ A

a ~ )C)a

':""Juno '24,'<I 976 "7) ".

la

.HQI) l ~I3038 ...
~

~ ~

<ua. r.o.r
I I064

t493lru Dv'n)o Slrr:(l
col. I )14) v9fal).1571~

~

~

Was)fiuid, M~ss. 01UUS

T)IE ALLEN HFG, CQhIPA)IY

22 Dud)oy To9rn Bond
OLOPI4F I El.D9 CT 06002

Attn: Gona LoVasscur

32754
Pa)go No,: 447

e
~ e ~

2 Lots OIonks hlg3-87
Idontlflod os Cade OQK-4, Cost Lot 62-GIG5

Moru Iuotod por SI9oo, ASME Soct. llle H92300

IMPACT TEST CYilRPY V t<OTQI hT 404F.:

I, Foot Pounds:
ga Lote EXpel
3. Sheer Froct.l

I

94
.0547"
100$

2

85
e,050899

)00'

99
.053"
loo5

Averse Q,E, P,O,Q
20591C7192.7

P/N l17C4515P2

-
a,h

Lae t3

I. Faot Pounds:
2. Lut. Exp.l
3. Shoor Fract.:

I

06
~ 05pu
Ippp

2

94
.0533"
ICOS

99
05359I

. I00$

Averaaa

93.7

The. samp)oc conform to the roqulromonts af the Spoclficattan,

g
g.

Wf )If)IfllY Cfs'flf'T l)lh) lllfhll()aarf It A lguf f;(Il'T C)l

oUII )ILCoIII)ofwAIQ shou'Lt, I. QIIIh)j hNI) cl)hlI'ANT.INI:.

RICHARD SIMI9)U)io Inl,lr,
~V

~ ~

'-14



LABORATORY TEST NO. 7C

KALEl6( UKIITORY
MEC ANICAL TEST DATA SHEET

Test Material Description: 5 ' ( ii MD Ftw~o.

SPECIMEN
IDENT.

0.2%
YIELD

Ksi

UTS
Ksi

% E X R/A TEMP NOTES

ZC-I ~< II7ig I 5 0'- ~ r. 2/. 7 6 //

r .P

ll7. Q gc.p

o-gl— l~d

Test procedure No. CM 8 S 2.1.6.4.A Rev. I
S/N Tester /.'FPd /. — S/N Ext.
Calibration File No. -I2.-

4'erformedby level

~C 1i /e II ~SP
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Na 11-2013-14 5KQI5GE~Kgg) GRR&ec CONfROLS COR SufFklO. HtW YORK

5 8 7 8 9 10 12

~ vV~ R

13 14

I ~

~ I

~ ~

1 ~ C
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APPENDIX B

PREDICTION OF PRELOAD REDUCTION FOR A CRACKED BOLT



eo du o

The CRD flange bolts are preloaded by an applied 'torque of 375

ft-lbs [B-1]. Test results reported in Reference B-2 show that this
-3torque produces a nominal elongation of 6.3 x 10 in. in the bolt

shank. The bolt material is AISI 4140 carbon steel whereas the flange
material is stainless steel. This produces a further elongation of bolt
shank by 1.37 x 10 in. due to differential thermal expansion. Thus,

-3the preload in a CRD flange bolt is produced by (6.3+1.37) x 10 or
~ 7.7 x 10 in. elongation of the bolt shank. This elongation is
defined as A in the next section.0

Presence of a circumferential crack in the bolt shank introduces
additional compliance in the bolt-flange configuration. This in turn
reduces the bolt preload. Estimation of bolt preload reduction as a

fraction of the original preload is the subject of this Appendix.

A 360'ircumferential crack of uniform depth was assumed for the

purpose of this evaluation. First, the procedure for estimating the
preload in a cracked bolt is described. Next, preload reduction is
calculated in two ways. In one case, the compliance introduced by the
assumed crack geometry is calculated using linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFH) methods. In the second case, additional compliance

introduced by the plastic deformation near the circumferential crack is
also included.

B.l Description of Procedure

Preload on a bolt in a flange joint is a displacement-controlled
load (or a secondary load in the ASME Code terminology). This

essentially means that for ductile materials, gross failure of the joint
is not expected under preload alone even if the bolt cross section is
reduced due to mechanisms such as stress corrosion. Gross failure can

„ only occur when the externally applied primary load exceeds the ultimate
strength capacity of the degraded bolt. Failure due to unstable crack

extension under preload is also not expected due to the excellent values
B-2



of uniform elongation (E18%) in tension test and the excellent Charpy

energy values (a68 ft-lbs) reported in Appendix A. From the following
discussion, it is clear that with increase in crack depth; the reduction
in the bolt, preload would occur in a stable manner.

Since the stiffness of the flange is approximately one order of
magnitude greater than that of the bolt shank, it is reasonable to
assume that the total bolt elongation remains essentially constant for
any assumed depth of circumferential cracking. The procedure described
next for the calculation of remaining bolt preload is based on this
assumption.

Steps involved in the calculation of the remaining preload for a

given circumferential crack depth are following:

- Assume a value for the remaining preload

- Determine the total elongation of cracked bolt;

At nc + Ac

where A elongation due to assumed remaining preloadnc
for uncracked bolt

b elongation resulting from the presence ofc
crack under assumed remaining preload

Continue the iterative calculation by varying the assumed value
of remaining preload (for a given creak depth) until

, where 5 Elongation of uncracked bolt undert o 0
-3original preload ( 7.7 x 10 in.)

B-3



B 2 Preload Calculation based on LEB4

The elongation, Ao, due to the presence of crack was calculated
using the following from Reference B-3:

( 4(1-v) /E ) axc H(c/b)

where H(c/b) (c/b) G(c/b)2

G(c/b) (.375+.383(l-c/b)+.5(l-c/b) )/3(1-c/b)3 2

Figure B-1 shows the solution as given in Reference B-3. A computer

program was written to perform the iterative calculations. The results
of the calculations are shown in Figure B-2. For better
visualization, the remaining preload at various crack depths is shown

as a fraction of'he original preload. As can be seen, the preload
drops significantly at a crack depth greater than 0.16 inch (crack
depth/bolt radius ~ 0.4).

B.3 Preload Calculation Considering Plasticity at the Cracked Section

Since the preload calculation in Section B.2 is based on LEFH, it
does not include the effect of plasticity near the cracked section of
the bolt. Following information is needed to include the effect of
plasticity on the bolt preload:

(i) bolt material true stress-true strain curve

(ii) bolt length, 1 , over which plasticity occurs

Figure B-3 shows an estimated true stress-true strain curve that
reflects the specified minimum ultimate strength (125 ksi) and the

uniform elongation reasonably well. This curve was analytically
characterized as follows:

B-4
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at 200 (untrue
0.15

The length, lc, of the zone over which the plasticity occurs was

arbitrarily assumed as 0.05 in. The elongation, b,, contributed by the

crack was calculated as follows:

1

Ac Ac LEFM + (0.05) atrue
0.15

200

where at true stress at the cracked section in ksitrue

h LEFM elongation based on LEFM calculationc,LEFM

Figure B-4 shows the remaining preload as a function of crack

depth. Also shown is the LEFM based curve. As expected, inclusion of
plasticity effect results in a larger drop in preload as a function of
crack depth. It should be noted that due to the arbitrary assumption

of plastic zone length, the bolt preload reductions shown in Figure
B-4 represent trend only. Nevertheless, it does show that significant
reduction in preload occurs when deep circumferential cracking is
assumed.

B.4 References

B-1 GE Document 22A2016, Rev. 2, dated January 15, 1970.

B-2 GE Document 257HA475.

B-3 Tada, H., Paris, P., Irwin, G., "The Stress Analysis of Cracks

Handbook", Second Edition, Paris Productions Incorporated and Del

Research Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, 19S5
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FIGURE B-I Solution For Displacement Due to presence of a Crack
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APPENDIX C

CALCUIATION OF K FOR CRD BOLT BLEND RADIUSt



once t on ctor or

The stress concentration factor at the CRD bolt blend radius can

be obtained from Reference C-l. Figure C-l shows the geometry of the
CRD bolt from Reference C-2. The local radius is 0.08 inch and the
diameter of the bolt shaft and bolt head is 0.823 inch and 1.5 inch,
respectively. Figure C-2 from Reference C-l gives the stress
concentration factor for a stepped round tension bar with a shoulder

fillet. The applied load on the CRD is mostly a tension load and

therefore this case from Reference C-l is applicable.

For the dimensions given in Figure C-l,

D/d 1.5/0.823 1.823

r/d 0.08/0.823 0.097

For the above dimensionless numbers, the stress concentration factor
for the CRD bolt radius is approximately 1.9.

C-2
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C-1) Peterson, R.E., "Stress Concentration Factors", John Wiley &

Sons, 1974

C-2) GE Drawing , Cap Screw, No. 117C4515
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